
Now, Colombia Is
Threatened by Debt Bomb
by Javier Almario

The increase of old taxes and creation of new ones; a brutal
reduction of government expenditures; a wage freeze for pub-
lic employees; ceilings and cutbacks of retirees’ pensions; and
other austerity measures contemplated by the Alvaro Uribe
government in Colombia to be able to sustain payment on
the growing foreign debt, could trigger unprecedented social
explosions, much as just occurred in neighboring Bolivia.
Ironically, such measures will not prevent Colombia from
falling into default.

On Oct. 17, the Colombian Congress approved the 2004
budget, which includes service payments on the foreign debt
of some $12 billion out of a total budget of approximately
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$30 billion! More than one-third of the national budget will
be spent in subsidizing the nation’s creditors, the majority
of them domestic and international speculators, banks, and
investment funds that live, literally like parasites, on that na-nist Party Central Committee member Luis Garzón was

elected Mayor of Bogotá—the second most powerful elected tional budget.
post in the country—and he is expected to use his political
muscle to force Uribe to negotiate power-sharing with the Worse Than Argentina

The situation is so serious that even former President Julionarco-terrorist FARC, the largest cocaine cartel in the world.
Such “dialogue” is a long-standing Soros objective. If these César Turbay Ayala, in an Oct. 15 interview granted to the

newspaper La República, stated that Colombia’s situationpolicies prevail, Colombia can be expected to join neighbor-
ing Peru and Bolivia in a dramatic renewed expansion of was more serious than that of Argentina, because in that coun-

try the public debt represents 50% of the Gross Domesticcoca cultivation
Total cocaine produced in the region could thus soar over Product, while in Colombia, it represents 53% of the GDP.

It is very difficult today to distinguish between foreignthe next two to three years, from some 700 tons in 2002 to
almost 1,300 tons in 2005, as reflected in EIR’s projections and domestic debt, given that national banks are merely

branches of international banks, and pension funds—the mainin Figure 3.
Are Bolivian developments of the recent period thus to buyers of domestic debt—are largely administered by foreign

investors. Thus, it comes as no surprise that Colombian pen-be construed as yet another “ failure” for the IMF—as we are
being told—having virtually handed the country over to the sion funds are very worried about the Argentine debt morato-

rium, and the Argentine government’s proposal to recognizecocaleros? Absolutely not. This is precisely the intention of
the IMF and the financial oligarchy that deploys it: Bolivia only 25% of the debt. A recent study by one of these funds,

Corfivalle, says that those affected in Argentina will largelyconstitutes a success for their policy of promoting drug legal-
ization, and creating social and economic institutional chaos be Argentine pensioners, who are—courtesy of their interna-

tional financial managers—the primary holders of publicon a global scale, in order to maintain political control. Read-
ers should not forget that it is the IMF that has for years debt. The Argentine pension funds, according to the study,

have deposits of $15 billion, of which $9.7 billion are publicinsisted that drug production be counted as part of GNP and
economic growth. Nor that former New York Stock Exchange debt paper. “Under the scenario proposed by the government,

the outstanding amount of those [Argentine] bonds would bepresident Richard Grasso, in June 1999, met with the FARC
cartel’s top financial leader, Raúl Reyes, in the jungles of reduced by 75%, and would turn into $2.4 billion,” as a result

of which the pension fund portfolios would end up with halfColombia, to discuss “mutual investments.” And do not forget
that Lyndon LaRouche’s EIR has been warning about this the value they currently hold. In Colombia, 45% of the pen-

sion fund portfolios are in state paper.reality of policy intentions, for decades.
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At an Oct. 15 conference, Juan Manuel Santos, formerly
finance minister to Colombian President Andrés Pastrana
(1998-2002), stated that Colombia’s agreements with the IMF
have been good, but that “ the architecture of the international U.S., Israel Militaries
financial system is perverse,” because financing of countries
depends too much on the arbitrary and subjective perception Caution on Syria War
of “ the market.”

The Pastrana government signed an agreement with the by Dean Andromidas
IMF in 1999, an agreement which today’s Uribe government
has inherited. The official text of the agreement with the Fund

The escalation of tensions along the Lebanese-Israeli borderonly contains cold figures on the deficit, the balance of pay-
ments, inflation goals, and so forth. But it is clear that in signals that Syria is still in the crosshairs of Vice President

Dick Cheney’s war party in Washington and their “hand gre-order to meet these goals, the government has been obliged
to comply with a series of non-stated agreements represented nade,” Israeli Prime Minister Ariel Sharon. Nonetheless,

signs of unease at the prospect of wider Mideast war areby the approval of at least 14 pieces of legislation that the
government has submitted to Congress—including tax and surfacing within the professional military establishments of

the United States and Israel.pension reform, a law of fiscal responsibility, labor reform,
and changes in the transfer of resources from federal to munic- U.S. Presidential candidate Lyndon H. LaRouche warned

that the refusal of Cheney’s faction to change policy, in theipal and provincial governments.
As part of these implicit agreements, the Colombian gov- face of the growing Vietnam-type resistance war they face in

Iraq, is a clear sign that they will unleash Sharon against Syriaernment assumed the cost of bailing out the bankrupt Colom-
bian financial system. The system collapsed because the phys- and Lebanon—in order, they think, to shift and widen the

battlefield. LaRouche warned that great wars are started inical economy hasn’ t the wherewithal to pay its debts. The
government spent some $10 billion to salvage the banks, and such situations, when someone starts a bonfire, and it gets out

of control and becomes unstoppable. That is the great dangerthen offered the budget to these banks as a profitable resource
of last resort. The rescued banks had no one to lend to, because of the current Middle East strategic situation.

A senior British intelligence source indicated that Sharon,no one was deemed “worthy of credit” ; and so they lent to the
government, which provided acceptable profitability without because of his own failure to crush the Palestinians, would

also want to expand the war. “You have to see, Sharon istheir having to go out and seek clients. The banks continue to
earn interest merely by recycling the money they lend to the losing this war,” the source said. “That’s what makes him so

dangerous, [Sharon and his generals] will tend to kick outBank of the Republic, or to the Guaranty Fund of Financial In-
stitutions. when in this position.” A senior European strategist told EIR

that Israeli military action against Syria is likely in the nearWhat is strange about this “ free market” subsidized by
the state is that each time the IMF, the bankers, and the govern- term; a military attack against Syria would proceed in coordi-

nation between the United States and Israel, and Turkey hasment technicians analyze the figures, they conclude that state
expenses are too “ inflexible.” Somehow, it never occurs to also been approached for overt or covert participation. Syria

is being discussed, the strategist said, as an “easy target,” athem that the only state expense which is really growing,
and which therefore should be drastically cut back, is the country with weak military capabilities where a quick victory

seems guaranteed, with which one could deflect from theexpenditure on serving a debt which is devouring the national
budget like a malignant cancer. Iraq fiasco.

The recently approved budget allocates $3.5 billion for
payment of interest. That sum could fall short, however, if the Build-Up for War

On the afternoon of Oct. 27, the southern Lebanese mili-“markets” determine a greater devaluation of the Colombian
peso (experts think that the additional cost could be as much tant forces of Hezbollah fired dozens of mortar shells and

Katyusha rockets against Israeli positions in the disputedas $6 billion). How nice, to give Colombia a further opportu-
nity to subsidize the national and international banking sys- Shaba Farms sector along the Lebanese-Israeli border. The

Israelis immediately responded, firing hundreds of artillerytems by making the enormous sacrifice of reducing Colom-
bia’s defense budget (in a nation ravaged by narco-terrorism), shells across the border and launching air attacks near villages

along the border. The Hezbollah attack was more than predict-along with its health, education, and investment budgets; loot-
ing the pensions of the elderly through new taxes; looting the able, following Israel’s Oct. 5 attack on a Palestinian camp in

Syria, the first Israeli attack against Syria since the cease-firelabor force by increasing the age of retirement; and firing
public workers! If this parasitization of the national budget agreement ended the 1973 war, and a clear opening shot for

war against Syria. That attack was tacitly supported by theis not addressed, Colombia will continue down the road to
disintegration as a nation. Bush Administration and openly praised and encouraged by
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